Abstract The PAN 2017 shared tasks on digital text forensics were held in conjunction with the annual CLEF conference. This paper gives a high-level overview of each of the three shared tasks organized this year, namely author identification, author profiling, and author obfuscation. For each task, we give a brief summary of the evaluation data, performance measures, and results obtained. Altogether, 29 participants submitted a total of 33 pieces of software for evaluation, whereas 4 participants submitted to more than one task. All submitted software has been deployed to the TIRA evaluation platform, where it remains hosted for reproducibility purposes.
Introduction
Digital text forensics is a key area for the application of technologies that analyze writing style. For decades, scientists with various backgrounds, ranging from linguistics over natural language processing to computer security have conducted research to quantify and reliably analyze the writing style of a given text. A general goal is to find a kind of "style fingerprint", which would render its author personally identifiable when other pieces of writing known to be written by the same author are at hand. Collectively termed author identification, several subordinate tasks have been identified and extensively studied under this goal. Besides identifying authors, also the question came up whether authors who share a personal trait also expose this fact via shared writing style characteristics. If true, the author of a text of unknown authorship may still be identified via circumstantial evidence, by narrowing down the list of candidates to those whose profiles match personal traits predicted for the author of the text in question. Predicting one or many of the traits of a text's author is hence called author profiling.
However, despite decades of research the problem of reliably extracting writing style fingerprints from text is only partially solved, and, the problem of identifying style markers that are reliably correlated with personal traits is even far from being solved. At the same time, recent advances in automatic text generation based on deep neural networks have opened the door to mixtures of human-generated and machinegenerated texts, rendering future writing style analyses more difficult. In this regard, also the vulnerability of writing style analysis to targeted attacks is being investigated, since text synthesis technology may be applied to alter the writing style of a text in such a way that its author cannot be reliably identified anymore, or, similarly, that wrong personal traits are predicted from it. Any systematic attempt to alter a text in such a way is called author obfuscation. Note that the question whether author identification and profiling dominate author obfuscation or vice versa is open.
At PAN, we have been addressing all of these tasks head-on-in particular, by organizing shared tasks for each of them for the past couple of years. While the specific variants of the tasks in question have changed significantly throughout the years, the underlying goal of getting to the "principles" of writing style technologies and their application remains the same. In the 2017 edition of PAN, we focus on (1) author clustering and style break detection, two tasks that belong to author identification, (2) gender and native language prediction, which belong to author profiling, and (3) author masking as a specific case of author obfuscation. Participation and interest from scientists worldwide has been strong throughout the years, and again a total of 33 teams participated in the current edition. In what follows, we briefly review each shared task and the achieved results.
Author Identification
In certain authorship analysis tasks, a given document could be written by multiple authors. In such cases, it is necessary to decompose the document into authorial components [14] . For instance, in intrinsic plagiarism detection, the main part of the document is assumed to be by the alleged author, while the rest of the document has been taken by other authors. In author diarization, several authors collaborated to write a document and the contribution of each one of them should be detected [30] . Tackling such a problem requires to master two basic sub-problems: to properly segment a document into stylistically homogeneous parts, and, to group these parts by authorship. The current edition of PAN focuses on exactly these two tasks, here called style breach detection and author clustering.
Style Breach Detection
The style breach detection task at PAN 2017 attaches to a series of subtasks of previous PAN events that focused on intrinsic characteristics of text documents. Including tasks like intrinsic plagiarism detection [17] or author diarization [29] , one commonality is that the style of authors has to be extracted and quantified in some way in order to tackle the specific problem types. In a similar way, an intrinsic analysis of the writing style is also key to approach the PAN 2017 style breach detection task, which can be summarized as follows: Given a document, determine whether it is multi-authored, and, if in-fact it is multi-authored, find the borders where authors switch.
From a different perspective, the detection of style breaches, i.e., locating borders between different authors, can be seen as a special case of a general text segmentation problem. However, a crucial difference to existing segmentation approaches is the following: While the latter focus on detecting switches of topics or stories (e.g., [11, 27, 15] ), the aim of style breach detection is to identify borders based on style, disregarding the content. In contrast to the author clustering task described in Section 2.2, the goal is to only find borders; it is irrelevant to identify or cluster authors of segments.
Evaluation Datasets To evaluate the approaches, distinct training and test data sets have been provided, which are based on the Webis-TRC-12 data set [20] . The original corpus contains documents on 150 topics used at the TREC Web Tracks from 2009-2011 [4] , whereby professional writers were hired and asked to search for a given topic and to compose a single document from the search results. From these documents, the respective data sets have been generated randomly by varying several configurations:
-number of borders (0-8, 0 for single-author documents, i.e., containing no style breaches) -number of collaborating authors (1-5) -average segment length (~30-2500 words) -document length (~200-6000 words) -allow borders either only at the end or within paragraphs -either uniformly or randomly distribute borders with respect to segment lengths Parts of the original corpus have already been used and published, and we ensured that the test documents have been created from previously unpublished documents only. Overall, the number of documents in the training data set is 187, whereas the test data set contains 99 documents.
Performance Measures
The performance of the submitted algorithms have been measured with two common metrics used in the field of text segmentation. The WindowDiff metric [16] proposed for general text segmentation evaluation is computed, because it is widely used for similar problems. It calculates an error rate between 0 and 1 for predicting borders (0 indicates a perfect prediction), by penalizing near-misses less than other/complete misses or extra borders. Depending on the problem types and data sets used, text segmentation approaches report near-perfect windowDiff values of less than 0.01, while on the other side, the error rate exceeds values of 0.6 and higher under certain circumstances [6] . A more recent adaption of the WindowDiff metric is the WinPR metric [28] . It enhances WindowDiff by computing the common information retrieval measures precision (WinP) and recall (WinR) and thus allows to give a more detailed, qualitative statement about the prediction. Internally, WinP and WinR are computed based on the calculation of true and false positives/negatives of border positions, respectively. It also assigns higher scores, if predicted borders are closer to the real border position.
Both metrics have been computed on word-level, whereby the participants were asked to provide character positions (i.e., the tokenization was delegated to the evaluator script). For the final ranking of all participating teams, the F-score of WinPR (WinF) is employed. Results This year, five teams participated in the style breach detection task, whereas three of them submitted their software to TIRA [7, 18] . An overview in the nutshell: Karaś,Śpiewak & Sobecki use bags of 3-grams in combination with other common stylometric features that serve as input for a statistical test that determines whether or not two consecutive paragraphs are similar in style. Khan uses feature vectors based on word lists and other basic lexical metrics; borders are then detected by applying a distance function on sliding windows. Finally, Safin & Kuznetsova compute highdimensional vectors for sentences, using a skip-thought-model [12] , which can be seen as a word embedding technique operating on sentences as atomic units. The vectors then serve as input for an outlier detection analysis, similar to identifying suspicious sentences in intrinsic plagiarism detection.
To be able to compare the results, two simple baselines have been computed: BASELINE-rnd randomly places 0-10 borders on arbitrary positions inside a document. As a variant, BASELINE-eq also decides on a random basis how many borders should be placed (also 0-10), but then places the borders uniformly, i.e., such that all resulting segments are of equal size with respect to tokens contained. Both baselines have been computed based on the average of 100 runs.
The final results of the three submitting teams are presented in Table 1 , which shows the average value of each computed measure (note that by doing so WinF is not the result of computing the F-score on the presented WinP and WinR values, but rather the average of the individual WinF scores). Karaś et al. could surpass the baseline equalizing the segment sizes in case of WinF, whereas the baseline using completely random positions could be exceeded by all participants. In comparison to WindowDiff, all approaches perform better than both baselines, whereby Khan achieves the best result. Finally, fine-grained sub performances depending on the data set configuration, e.g., the number of borders, are presented in the respective overview paper of this task [31] .
Author Clustering
Given a small set of short (paragraph-length) documents D, the task is to group them by authorship. More specifically, we adopt the following two scenarios:
-Complete clustering. Each document d ∈ D has to be assigned to exactly one of k clusters, where each cluster corresponds to a distinct author; k is not given. All documents within a clustering problem are single-authored, written in the same language, and belong to the same genre. However, topic and text-length may vary. The main difference when compared to the corresponding PAN-2016 task is that the documents are short, including a few sentences only. This makes the task harder since text-length is crucial when attempting to extract stylometric information.
Evaluation Datasets
The datasets used for training and evaluation were extracted from the corresponding PAN-2016 corpora [30] . They include clustering problems in three languages (English, Dutch, and Greek) and two genres (articles and reviews). Each PAN-2016 text was segmented into paragraphs; all paragraphs with less than 100 characters or more than 500 characters were discarded. In each clustering problem, documents by the same authors were selected randomly from all original documents. This means that paragraphs of the same original document or other documents (by the same author) may be grouped. The only exception in this process was the Dutch reviews corpus since its texts were already short (one paragraph each). For this special case, the PAN-2017 datasets were built using the PAN-2016 procedure. Table 2 shows the details about the training and test datasets. Most of the clustering problems include 20 documents (paragraphs) by an average of 6 authors. In each clustering problem there is an average of about 50 authorship links, whereas the largest cluster contains about 8 documents. Each document has an average of about 50 words. Note that in the case of Dutch reviews these figures deviate from the norm (documents are longer and authorship links are less).
An important factor to each clustering problem is the clusteriness ratio r = k/N , where N is the size of D. When r is high, most documents belong to single-item clusters, and there are only few authorship links. When r is low, most documents belong to multi-item clusters, and there are plenty of authorship links. In this new corpus r ranges between 0.1 and 0.5 in both training and test datasets, in contrast to the PAN-2016 corpus where r ≥ 0.5 [30] .
Evaluation Framework The same evaluation measures introduced in PAN-2016 are used here [30] . For the complete clustering scenario, Bcubed Recall, Bcubed Precision, and Bcubed F-score are calculated. These are among the best extrinsic clustering evaluation measures [1] . With respect to the authorship-link ranking scenario, Mean Average Precision (MAP), R-precision, and P@10 are used to estimate the ability of systems to rank high correct results.
In order to understand the complexity of tasks and the effectiveness of participant systems, we used a set of baseline approaches and applied them to the evaluation datasets. The baseline methods range from naive to strong and will allow to estimate weaknesses and strengths of participant approaches. More specifically, the following baseline methods were used:
-BASELINE-Random. k is randomly chosen from [1,N ] and then each d ∈ D is randomly assigned to one cluster. Authorship links are extracted from the produced clusters and a random score is calculated. The average performance of this method over 30 repetitions is reported. This naive approach can only serve as an indication of the lowest performance. -BASELINE-Singleton. This method sets k = N , i.e., all documents are from different authors. It forms singleton clusters and it is used only for the complete clustering scenario. This simple method was found very effective in PAN-2016 datasets, and its performance increases with r [30] . -BASELINE-Cosine. Each document is represented by the normalized frequencies of all words occurring at least 3 times in the given collection of documents. Then, for each pair of documents the cosine similarity is used as an authorship-link score. This simple method was found hard-to-beat in PAN-2016 evaluation campaign [30] . -BASELINE-PAN16. This is the top-performing method submitted to the corresponding PAN-2016 task. It is based on a character-level recurrent neural network and it is a modification of an effective authorship verification approach [2] .
Results We received 6 software submissions that were evaluated in TIRA experimentation platform [7, 18] . Table 3 shows the overall evaluation results for both complete clustering and authorship-link ranking on the entire test dataset. The elapsed runtime of each submission is also reported. As can be seen, the method of Gómez-Adorno et al. [8] achieves the best results in both scenarios. Actually, this is the top-performing method taking into account all but one evaluation measures (BCubed precision). By definition, BASELINE-Singleton achieves perfect Bcubed precision since it provides singleitem clusters exclusively. BASELINE-PAN16 also tends to optimize precision since it was tuned for another corpus with much higher clusteriness ratio. Within the submitted methods, the approaches of García et al. [5] and Kocher & Savoy [13] are the best ones in terms of Bcubed precision. However, the winning approach of Gómez-Adorno et al. [8] is the only one that achieves both Bcubed recall and precision higher than 0.6. All submitted methods but one surpass baseline approaches in the complete clustering scenario. On the other hand, in the authorship-link ranking scenario, BASELINE-PAN16 is very competitive while BASELINE-Cosine surpasses half of submissions. More detailed evaluation results are presented in [31] . In general, almost all submitted approaches are quite efficient and can process all evaluation datasets quickly. The approaches of García et al. [5] and Halvani & Graner [10] are relatively slower compared to the other submissions but, however, much more efficient than BASELINE-PAN16. The most successful approaches use low-level (character or lexical) features [5, 8, 10, 13] . Relatively simple clustering algorithms, like hierarchical agglomerative clustering [8] or β-compact graph-based clustering [5] provided the best results in the complete clustering scenario. A more detailed survey of submissions is included in [31] .
Author Profiling
Author profiling aims at classifying authors in different classes depending on their sociolect aspects, namely how they share language. This allows the identification of author traits such as age, gender, native language, language variety, or personality type. Author profiling is growing in interest, specially due to the rise of social media, where authors may hide personal information, or even lie. Author profiling may help to improve marketing segmentation, security, and it allows the use of the language as evidence in possible cases of abuse or harassing messages.
In previous editions at PAN we have mainly focused on age and gender identification in different genres or in a cross-genre environment. The Author Profiling shared task at PAN'17 focuses on the following aspects:
-Gender and language variety identification. As in previous editions, the task contains gender prediction. Instead of age identification, the aim this year is at discriminating among different varieties of the same languages (also known as dialects). -Demographic idiosyncrasies. This is the first time the gender dimension is studied together with the language variety, which may provide insights on the difficulty of the task depending on geographical and cultural idiosyncrasies. -Multilinguality. Participants are provided with data in Arabic, English, Spanish and Portuguese. 
Evaluation Framework
The evaluation data has been collected from Twitter in four different languages, namely Arabic, English, Spanish and Portuguese. The authors have been annotated with their gender and language variety. The gender annotation has been carried out with the help of dictionaries of proper nouns, and the variety has been based on the geographical retrieval of the tweets. For each author, we considered exactly 100 tweets. The dataset is balanced by gender and variety. There are 500 authors per variety and gender. The dataset has been split in a 60/40 proportion with 300 authors for training and 200 for test. The corresponding languages and varieties are shown in Table 4 , together with the total number of authors for each subtask. For evaluation, the accuracy for variety, gender and joint identification per language is calculated. Then, we average the results obtained per language (Eq. 1).
The final ranking is calculated as the average of the previous values (Eq. 2):
In order to understand the complexity of the subtasks in each language and with the aim at comparing the performance of the participants approaches, we propose the following baselines:
-BASELINE-stat. It is a statistical baseline that emulates the random choice. This baseline depends on the number of classes: 2 in case of gender identification, and from 2 to 7 in case of variety identification. -BASELINE-bow. This method represents documents as a bag-of-words with the 1,000 most common words in the training set, weighting by absolute frequency of occurrence. The texts are preprocessed in order to lowercase words, remove punctuation signs and numbers, and remove the stop words for the corresponding language. -BASELINE-LDR [23] . This method represents documents on the basis of the probability distribution of occurrence of their words in the different classes.
Results
This year 22 1 have been the teams who participated in the shared task. In this section a summary of the obtained results is shown. In Table 5 the overall performance per language and users' ranking are shown. We can observe that the best results were achieved in Portuguese (85.75%), followed by Spanish (80.36%), English (74.29%) and Arabic (68.31%). The difference on accuracy among languages is very significant. Most of the participants obtained better results than both baselines. However, in case of Portuguese only 9 teams outperformed the bag-of-words baseline, showing the power of simple words to discriminate among varieties and genders in that language. On the contrary, this baseline shows its inefficiency in case of Arabic, where the accuracy drops to values close to the statistical baseline.
In Table 6 the best results per language and task are shown. We can observe that for both the gender and variety subtasks, the best results were achieved in Portuguese, followed by Spanish, English and Arabic. In case of gender identification, the accuracies are between 80.31% in case of Arabic and 87% in case of Portuguese, whereas the difference is higher for language variety identification, where the worst results obtained in Arabic is 83.13% (4 varieties), against a 98.38% obtained in Portuguese (2 varieties). Results for Spanish (7 varieties) (96.21%) are close to Portuguese, while in English (6 varieties) they fall to 89.88%. A more in-depth analysis of the results and the different approaches can be found in [25] .
Author Obfuscation
Author obfuscation is the youngest branch of PAN's main tasks, and perhaps also one of the most difficult ones. Its goal is to attack the approaches to the other tasks by altering their text input in a way that will cause them return an incorrect answer. The difficulty arises not so much from making changes to the texts that have such an effect on the attacked approaches, but to do so in a way so that the text input can still be understood by a human and so that its original message is not twisted beyond recognition. The latter two severely limit the potential changes that can be made, rendering any form of obfuscation a form of style paraphrasing where the goal is to change the writing style of a piece of writing without changing a text's pragmatics.
The author obfuscation task at PAN 2017 concerns author masking, where the specific goal is to attack authorship verification technology. For the latter, the task is to verify whether a given pair of texts has been written by the same author, whereas for the former, the task is to alter the writing style of a designated text from a given pair written by the same author in order to prevent verification algorithms from arriving at just that decision. As a shared task, author masking has been organized for the first time at PAN 2016 [19] . We continue with author masking in much the same way as before. Since the setup did no change significantly, just to be self-contained, the following gives only a brief recap.
Evaluation Datasets
The evaluation data consist of the English portion of the joint datasets of the PAN 2013-2015 authorship verification tasks, separated by training datasets and test datasets. The datasets cover a broad range of genres, namely computer science textbook excerpts, essays from language learners, horror fiction novel excerpts, and dialog lines from plays. The joint training dataset was handed out to participants, while the joint test dataset was held back and only accessible via the TIRA experimentation platform. The test dataset contains a total of 464 problem instances, each consisting of a to-be-obfuscated text and one or more other texts from the same author. The approaches submitted by participants were supposed to process each problem instance and to return for each of the to-be-obfuscated texts and paraphrased version, perhaps using the remaining texts from the same author to learn what style changes are at least necessary to make the writing styles of the two texts the most dissimilar.
Performance Measures
We call an obfuscation software -safe, if its obfuscated texts can not be attributed to their original authors anymore, -sound, if its obfuscated texts are textually entailed by their originals, and -sensible, if its obfuscated texts are well-formed and inconspicuous.
Any evaluation of an author obfuscation approach must at least cover these three dimensions, whereas the assessment and quantification of especially the latter two is still an open problem. To cut a long story short, in this shared task, we evaluate the safety of a submitted approach by feeding the obfuscated evaluation dataset that it produces to as many pre-trained authorship verification approaches as possible. Fortunately, with 44 authorship verifiers, the number of such approaches available to us is rather high, allowing for meaningful conclusions. This is made possible due to the fact that TIRA has been employed at PAN since before 2013, so that all authorship verification approaches submitted to the corresponding shared tasks are available to us in working condition. By counting the number of cases where a true positive prediction of an authorship verifier is flipped to a false negative prediction because of applying a to-be-evaluated obfuscator beforehand, we can calculate the relative impact the obfuscator has on the verifier. When doing so not just for one verifier, but for 44 state-of-the-art verifiers, this tells a lot about the ability of the obfuscator to fulfill its purpose of obfuscating the writing style of texts in a way that cannot be defeated by any verifier known to date.
Regarding soundness and sensibleness of an author obfuscation approach, we rely own judgment as well as on peer-review. Here, we grade a selection of Likert scale of 1-5 with regard to sensibleness, and on 3-point scale with regard to soundness. In the past, the participants who participated in peer-evaluation came up with similar grade scales, obtained results commensurate with ours.
Results
A detailed evaluation of the results of a total of 5 obfuscation approaches, two of which have been submitted this year, and three of which past year can be found in the task overview paper [9] .
Altogether, PAN presented its participants again with a set of challenging shared tasks, including new ones as well as "classical" ones which were given new spin. Multilingual as well as multigenre corpora have been prepared, which will henceforth serve as new benchmark datasets for their tasks. At the same time, the software underlying each of the submitted approaches has been collected and hosted on the TIRA experimentation platform, ensuring replicability of results as well as reproducibility, e.g., by allowing for their reevaluation using new datasets as they arrive in the future. In this regard, for future work, we will continue to develop PAN's shared tasks, providing new and challenging datasets as well as inventing new tasks belonging to author identification, author profiling, and author obfuscation.
